No software product is bus free; and, unfortunately, OS/A+ is no exception. This page reports the known bugs, omissions, etc., in the current releases of OS/A+. PLEASE read this and make notes in your manual accordingly.

---

**CAR**  [section 3.1, page 14]

The intrinsic command CARtridge currently makes no check to see if a cartridge actually is present in the system. Using the command when no cartridge is present will cause the system to "hang".

---

**MOVING VERSION 2 TO DOUBLE DENSITY**  [section 12.4, page 103]

------------------

VERSION 2 ONLY: You can NOT use COPY (or any variant of COPY) to transfer DOS.SYS to a newly created double density disk unless you COPY it under a different name.

EXAMPLES THAT WORK:

1) COPY D1:DOS.SYS D2:GORP  (This example assumes that drive 1 is configured to single density and drive two is configured double density.)
   REN D1:GORP D2:DOS.SYS

2) REN D1:DOS.SYS D1:JUNK
   SDCOPY D1:JUNK
   REN D1:JUNK D1:DOS.SYS (ON SINGLE DENSITY DISK)
   CONFIG 1D
   REN D1:JUNK D1:DOS.SYS (ON DOUBLE DENSITY DISK)

Of course you can create DOS.SYS on your double density disk using INIT or INITDBL, see addendum sheet for details.